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JANUARIES ARE CURSED 

First, an update to the 2016 Economic Outlook 
 

• The stock market has predicted nine of the last five recessions. 

• The stock market has always been and always will be volatile.  

• For those sweet on the economy, there is the job market.  Last year we saw the creation of 2.7 

million US jobs, and 3.1 million the year before that.   

• A steep yield curve, a strong jobs market, lower oil prices, and a still improving service sector 

argue against a recession.   

• Stock market corrections during non-recessionary times are less nasty (but, admittedly, still 

nasty).   

 

Given the drop of the stock market in January, a number of clients called to ask if we are changing our 

2016 outlook.  We thought this was worth readdressing.  None of us here are saying we expected a 

stock market correction immediately, but what has happened thus far does not really deviate from what 

we wrote. 

 

For whatever the reason du jour the media assigns to the event, once every three-and-a-half 

years the stock market will correct by twenty percent.  The last time the stock market corrected 

that much (actually, it was about 19%) was in 2011, so you could argue that we’re “due” a 

pretty big drop. And given that the Fed will be raising rates in 2016 and that we will be 

confronted with a Presidential election, a drop of the twenty percent magnitude really 

shouldn’t be ruled out.   

 

But, ultimately, who cares?  I mean, how many 5-, 10- and 20- percent drops have we all gone 

through and forgotten?  We get it – stock market corrections are only healthy in theory and in 

hindsight. As we go through them, they can be absolutely gut wrenching.  But they happen fast 

and just about always set the market up for higher highs. 

 

So, why do we care?  Recessions. It’s all about recessions. On average every six years the US 

goes through a recession and the stock market, in sympathy, goes down 25-33%.  And it’s not 

quick.  The decline can endure, thus upsetting cash management and withdrawal strategies for 

those in the distribution phase of their retirement, and shifting asset allocation plans for those 

in the growth phase of their retirement planning.  Those 5-20% non-recessionary drops happen 

fast enough so that they are quickly forgotten, causing less emotional stress and reducing the 

threat of having to make changes to your plan at a less than stellar moment.  These larger 

recessionary drops not only crush us emotionally (and let’s be honest – we all get emotional 

about money), but put us in a position where we can’t simply wait a month or two to change 

investment plans, when the timing is more appropriate. 

 

Talks of US recessions usually intensify during stock market corrections. As the quip goes, stock markets 

are said to have predicted nine of the last five recessions.  But more accurately, according to the 
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information in a February 4 CNBC segment with Steve Liesman, 

http://video.cnbc.com/gallery/?video=3000491598&play=1, bear markets have predicted thirteen of 

the last nine recessions. And while the odds are about the same as a coin toss (thus not a strong 

predictor), the odds are higher than we might like them to be.  So let’s consider what’s going on with the 

US economy.   

 

Depending on whom you talk to, the US economy is either struggling or it is on fire.   

 

For those who are sour on the economy, there is Gross Domestic Product (GDP).  Real GDP grew just 2% 

last year, and ended with a flat quarter.   

 

For those sweet on the economy, there is the job market.  Last year we saw the creation of 2.7 million 

US jobs, and 3.1 million the year before that.  This was the best consecutive two-years since 1998-1999, 

during the technology bubble.  There is no bubble today, just good employment growth.   

 

So which is it? Is the economy sweet or sour?  Given that much of the recent GDP weakness is related to 

less inventory accumulation, which is a temporary drag, and given that the economy still has the waiting 

tailwind of lower energy prices coming, it is our view that at this point in the expansion the best 

barometer of the economy’s health is the jobs market.   

 

It is important to bring this up because, as stated earlier, as has been happening over the last couple 

months, the talk of a US recession usually intensifies during market corrections.  And whether or not a 

recession is coming is important.  With no recession, stock market pullbacks are just like they have been 

– regular and ordinary. 

 

We find that declining stock prices are not in themselves sufficient to predict a contraction in the 

economy.  While it’s a scary indicator, it’s not the best.  One of the best, which we have been discussing 

a lot around the office, is the yield curve.  The yield curve is the spread between the Federal Reserve’s 

federal funds rate (currently 0.25 – 0.5%) relative to the 10-year Treasury rate (now hovering around 

1.9%).  Since the mid-1960’s, the yield curve has been nearly perfect in predicting a recession.  

Historically, this spread has inverted (i.e. short-rates higher than long-rates), at least briefly, between 

two and six quarters (on average about fifteen months) before every recession since 1964.  It has only 

given one false signal, in 1966, when an economic slowdown – but not an official recession – followed 

an inversion.  Combined with a strong labor market and a still improving service sector, this indicator 

does not argue for a recession. 

 

Januaries are Cursed 
 

• Six of the last nine Januaries have been negative for the market.  Many of those years have been 

pretty good for stock prices. 

 

The S&P 500 was down over five percent this past January.  As goes January, so goes that market for the 

rest of the year. Right? I mean, that’s all we hear nowadays.  And the longer term data seems to back 

that up. 
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Since 1950, when the S&P 500 has declined in January, the index has averaged only a 0.7% return for the 

following February-through-December versus a 12.1% return for that period following a positive 

January.  We can all come up with a number of theories as to why this is, but what is more important is 

that it simply so.  2016 was the third consecutive negative January, something that has only happened 

twice before (1968 – 1970 and 2008 – 2010). 

 

That means that six of the last nine Januaries have been negative for the market.  Only one of the those 

five previous bearish signals turned out to follow longer term history (2008), although it would be hard 

to argue that the 2.5% return of the stock market for the last eleven months was a completely false 

signal.  But the point is that for the last decade you could put as much confidence in the “as-January-

goes-so-goes-the-market” indicator as the Super Bowl indicator. 

 

Maybe sometime these things make sense. Maybe sometimes we try to make sense of them. And 

sometimes these things work until they don’t work; this doesn’t seem to be working anymore. 

A Quick Comment on Oil 
 

• When the stock market rallies out of its correction, it would be a positive to see energy prices 

rise but not a prerequisite.  

 

You may have noticed a recent daily positive correlation of the prices of oil (and energy stocks) and the 

price of US stocks.  This is unusual, but nonetheless it has been happening. So we decided that we 

should look into this.  We wanted to know, does oil need to rally for the stock market to rally?  What we 

find is that although it is preferred to have the energy sector participate in any stock market recovery as 

breadth would be an indicator of sustainability, it is not a prerequisite.  Oil rallies have not consistently 

coincided with stock market bottoms.  We looked at four instances in which oil declined by at least 40%. 

The bottoms of those declines have not aligned with stock market bottoms – oil led twice, and stocks led 

twice.  And in only one case, in 2009, were the bottoms even within three months of each other.  

 

The Bottom Line  

This January hurt.  We all know that volatility is the price to doing business in the stock market.  We all 

know it’s regular and we all know it is ordinary. But it doesn’t make it hurt any less while you’re going 

through it.  This is temporary. It will end and prices will go higher.  And I’d be willing to bet that at some 

time in the not-too-distant future that we’ll all forget about the pain. Until the next time.  
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GENERAL DISCLOSURES 

Website content document may include forward-looking statements. All statements other than statements of historical fact are forward-

looking statements (including words such as “believe,” “estimate,” “anticipate,” “may,” “will,” “should,” and “expect”). Although we believe 

that the expectations reflected in such forward-looking statements are reasonable, we can give no assurance that such expectations will prove 

to be correct. Various factors could cause actual results or performance to differ materially from those discussed in such forward-looking 

statements. 

Historical performance is not indicative of future results. The investment return will fluctuate with market conditions. 

Performance is not indicative of any specific investment or future results. Views regarding the economy, securities markets or other specialized 

areas, like all predictors of future events, cannot be guaranteed to be accurate and may result in economic loss to the investor. Investment in 

securities, including mutual funds, involves the risk of loss. 

 

TERMS OF USE 

Berkshire Money Management, Inc. monitors this web site for security purposes to ensure it remains available to all users and for the purpose 

of protecting information in the system. By accessing this web site you are consenting to these monitoring activities. 

Unauthorized attempts to defeat or circumvent security features; to use the system for other than intended purposes; to deny service to 

authorized users; to access, obtain, alter, damage or destroy information or interfere with the system or its operation in any other manner is 

prohibited. Evidence of such acts may be disclosed to law enforcement authorities and may result in criminal prosecution. 

Berkshire Money Management, Inc. does not approve any website that is linked through this browser. Furthermore, Berkshire Money 

Management, Inc. is not responsible for content, and neither endorses nor makes warranty for information, accuracy, content or presentation 

of the site or sites in question. 

 

STANDARD & POOR'S 

The S&P 500 Index (S&P) has been used as a comparative benchmark because the goal of the above account is to provide equity-like 

returns. The S&P is one of the world’s most recognized indexes by investors and the investment industry for the equity market. The S&P, 

however, is not a managed portfolio and is not subject to advisory fees or trading costs. Investors cannot invest directly in the S&P 500 

Index. The S&P returns also reflect the reinvestment of dividends. Berkshire Money Management is aware of the benchmark comparison 

guidelines set forward in the SEC Clover No-Action Letter (1986) and compares clients’ performance results to a benchmark or a combination of 

benchmarks most closely resembling clients’ actual portfolio holdings. However, investors should be aware that the referenced benchmark 

funds may have a different composition, volatility, risk, investment philosophy, holding times, and/or other investment-related factors that may 

affect the benchmark funds’ ultimate performance results. Therefore, an investor’s individual results may vary significantly from the 

benchmark’s performance.  
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DOW 

The Dow Jones Industrial Average (NYSE: DJI, also called the DJIA, Dow 30, INDP, or informally the Dow Jones or The Dow) is one of several 

stock market indices, created by nineteenth-century Wall Street Journal editor and Dow Jones & Company co-founder Charles Dow. The Dow 

average is computed from the stock prices of 30 of the largest and most widely held public companies in the United States. Clients of BMM may 

have portfolios that differ substantially from the composition of the DOW and therefore, their performance may vary significantly from that of 

the Dow. The Dow is used for illustrative purposes only, as one indicator of the overall US economy, and its past, present, or future 

performance should not be viewed as an indicator or comparison point for BMM client performance. 
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